MEETING ROOMS
Enjoy an ideal venue for business meetings or events in our elegantly appointed, state-of-the-art meeting space.

BUSINESS CENTER
Relax between meetings, stay productive and plugged in with social media feeds, HRS stock updates and more.

ATRIUM CAFE
Fuel up with healthy food options, Starbucks and other refreshments.

THE COURTYARD
Recharge in our patio area, which offers shaded seating, audio capabilities and WiFi, along with a Zen fountain.

GUEST SERVICES
Rely on our Subject Matter Experts for everything from guided tours to complete planning and coordination services for your next meeting or event.

PHONE: +1 321-727-9696
EMAIL: GlobalInnovationCenter@L3Harris.com

GLOBAL INNOVATION CENTER

AMENITIES

6,000 FT² of state-of-the-art, elegantly appointed conference space

OVER 23,500 FT² make up the entire Global Innovation Center

6 MEETING ROOMS accommodate between 5-150 people

LEED Silver-Certified

OVER 23,500 FT² make up the entire Global Innovation Center

6 MEETING ROOMS accommodate between 5-150 people

ADJACENT to L3Harris Corporate Headquarters

OVER 5 MINUTES from Melbourne International Airport (MLB)

VIDEO/AUDIO CONFERENCING, WiFi and other advanced presentation equipment available

OVER 6,000 FT² of state-of-the-art, elegantly appointed conference space
A highlight of the Global Innovation Center is the experience area. Guests are introduced to L3Harris technologies and solutions that enable our customers to FastForward.

Surround yourself in 4,400 square feet of exhibits, including twelve digital, interactive experiences. Explore the mission-critical innovations relied upon from ocean to orbit and everywhere in between.

**TOURS ARE SELF-GUIDED OR FACILITATED BY SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS**

---

**4,400 FT² OF EXHIBITS**

1. **WE ARE L3HARRIS’ WELCOME VIDEO**
   Gear up with a cinematic video in which L3Harris employees welcome you with personal stories, customer experiences and insights about the technology and services they deliver every day.

2. **L3HARRIS TIMELINE**
   Uncover the key sequence of inspiring people and events shaping L3Harris’ history of innovation (1890-present).

3. **SAFE AND SECURE SKIES**
   Examine how L3Harris enables safe air operations - from modernizing global Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems to supplying critical avionics to commercial and military customers around the world.

4. **BATTLESPACE OF THE FUTURE**
   Using augmented reality, experience how spectrum superiority, actionable intelligence and warfighter effectiveness enable mission success.
   *Guided tours only

5. **FIXED WING AVIONICS**
   Explore an interactive display to learn more about L3Harris avionics open architecture design, carriage and release systems and stealth communications capabilities.

6. **SPECTRUM SUPERIORITY AND ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE**
   Launch into an interactive experience illustrating how L3Harris solutions discover, analyze and transform data to deliver actionable intelligence.

7. **WARFIGHTER EFFECTIVENESS**
   Your inside glimpse at the high-level connectivity and critical capabilities safeguarding the modern warfighter. Includes individual soldier system and evolution of radios.

8. **SOLUTIONS MURAL**
   See how L3Harris technology is used in multiple locations and situations with this 15-screen animated wall. The 35 interactive hot spots encourage guests to learn more.

9. **MISSION SIMULATION**
   This ultra-wide screen takes you through a hostage rescue simulation and highlights how L3Harris technology underpins the mission.

10. **NEW SPACE**
    Learn how L3Harris has made space missions more accessible, affordable and with faster turnaround through the use of small satellites and hosted payloads.
    *Guided tours only

11. **NIGHT VISION**
    Discover L3Harris’ night vision capabilities by embarking on a reconnaissance mission using L3Harris night vision goggles.
    *Guided tours only

12. **WALL OF HEROES**
    Engage with this fully interactive display featuring three individual heroes who share mission critical situations where L3Harris technology played a major role. Heroes include a firefighter, a U.K. Marine and a U.S. Navy pilot.

---

**GLOBAL INNOVATION CENTER**

**EXPERIENCE AREA**